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Broker will guide you through the pre approval process which saves you time,

provides you with expert advice and takes the pain out of the application

paperwork. Once your loan has reached the approval stage and you identify your

dream property, you are ready to buy. With over 300 mortgage loan products from

an array of trusted brands, the Core Mortgage Brokers' lender panel has been

carefully assembled and is continually reviewed to ensure its product range remains

highly competitive and meets the varied needs of its clients. Whether you're a first

home buyer, refinancing or investing, an experienced Core Mortgage Broker will

make all the difference. Its indepth knowledge of the mortgage industry and

commitment to understanding customer's individual set of circumstances sets it

apart from the rest. It has an experienced team who has genuine and long-term

relationships with a large range of banks and financial institutions.This means Core

Mortgage Broker can provide you with the flexibility and choice and ultimately the

right option for your particular needs. The team of brokers are available to meet

with customers at their offices or at any venue convenient to customer. No matter

whether you’re looking for a new home, refinancing or looking for an investment

property, there are hundreds of home loans, all with different rates, fees and

features. By comparing all the home loan products against each other your Core

Mortgage Broker can assist you to find the right home loan that suits your needs.
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